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Mole & Vole Repellent - Application Methods
I Must Garden's Mole and Vole Repellent works by
creating an undesirable environment for moles, voles
and gophers. It safely and effectively coats their food
sources and saturates the surrounding areas, making it
taste and smell unpleasant, forcing them to relocate.

Mole & Vole Granular

Discovery of Mole or Vole damage
In most mole and vole cases, homeowners do not realize the
unfortunate extent of the infestation until the damage is widespread
and clearly evident. Mole damage can ruin a beautiful yard with dirt
mounds, raised tunnels and patches of dying grass all of which can
lead to unsightly bald spots. Voles can literally destroy a plant
overnight with their voracious appetites.

Mole & Vole Hose End

The most common sign of vole damage are lopsided plants that can no longer
stand upright because their roots have been completely eaten away. Equally
frustrating are plants that literally disappear into a hole in the ground. It is no
wonder the homeowner wants to be rid
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of these pests immediately!
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Pattern 1. If your prized plants are around your house this
can be a very effective pattern of driving moles away.

However, treating an entire yard all at
once places an extreme amount of
stress on the animals, as their once
familiar food source is tainted and their
home turf has an irritating smell.
In their frantic search for better tasting
food and better smelling surroundings,
they wreck even more havoc on your
yard and garden. This is why we
recommend moving these animals off
your property one section at a time.

Effective application
By applying our repellent in sections you will systematically encourage the
animals toward an exit point or route away from your home. Deciding on which
section to treat first will depend on the size and shape of your property and
detailed illustrations follow. We recommend treating an area of your property
every week over a four week period.
Our method is initially a little more time-consuming, but it will be the most
effective in gaining control over the mole and vole population in your yard.
Continued on other side

Follow these steps for best results
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Pattern 2. Moves them while providing a safe exit point to woods.
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Reapplication
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Important Considerations
.BLFTVSFUPDPWFSFWFSZQBSUPGZPVSQSPQFSUZUIBUZPVXBOUUP
QSPUFDUGSPNUIFTFBOJNBMT FWFOBSFBTUIBUEPOPUTFFNUPCFCFFO
JOGFTUFE"QQMZUIFSFQFMMBOUBUUIFţSTUTJHOTPGEBNBHF PS
QSFFNQUJWFMZJGZPVIBWFIBEQSPCMFNTJOUIFQBTU*OUIFDBTFXJUI
QFSFOOJBMT TVDIBTIPTUBT XIJDIBSFBQBSUJDVMBSGBWPSJUFPGWPMFT UIF
CFTUUJNFUPBQQMZUIFSFQFMMBOUJTFBDITQSJOHXIFOUIFQMBOUTBSFţSTU
TQSPVUJOH*UJTNVDIFBTJFSUPSFBDIUIFSPPU[POFPGUIFFOUJSFQMBOU
UIBOPODFUIFQMBOUTIBWFGVMMZMFBGFEPVU
5IFEJSFDUJPOTPGUIF*.VTU(BSEFO.PMFBOE7PMF3FQFMMFOUTUBUFTUP
XBUFSUIFQSPEVDUJO"'5&3ZPVIBWFBQQMJFEJU5IJTJTUPNBLFTVSF
UIFJOHSFEJFOUTBSFDBSSJFEEPXOUPUIFSPPU[POF*GZPVXBOUUPTBWF
UIFwatering steps before and after application, consider applying the
repellent during a nice steady rainfall.
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With diligence, proper application and
I Must Garden Mole & Vole Repellent,
you can naturally control the moles and voles in your garden.
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